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Abstract: This review focuses on Czech implementation of standards for soil and water protection called Good Agricultural and Environmental Conditions (GAEC), with linkage to the European Union (EU) level. I investigate different elements of adaptive institutional economics: (i) summarise current knowledge regarding the social reasons for introducing
GAEC; (ii) assess the evidence linked to GAEC to better understand the potential as well as boundaries of formalizing
cause-effect links; (iii) clarify the pertinence of producers’ claims on costs accruing from GAEC implementation. These
three points highlight the thesis of this paper: implementation in farmers’ practices of the theoretical concept of sustainability in terms of bridging together economics, society and the environment. The economic reasoning for GAEC introduction within adaptive institutional economics stems from the relational positioning of the knowledge of the costs of the
impact of agricultural land use on other characteristic rural land uses. GAEC are needed, albeit the size of support obtained
by producers surpasses the costs of complying; therefore, the result pays off for farms. We have learned that GAEC implementation is important from regional to EU levels and that its role is more related to economic institutional adaptation
than to regulation. Adaptation of institutional economics is therefore feasible, making it possible to understand GAEC
as a network which manages and enables knowledge transfer linked directly to regulation. Institutional economics can link
sustainability with farmers’ practices and accounts for the behaviour of the farmers. In this review, I find that, for society,
it is necessary to require measurement of agri-environmental outcomes for water resources, soil and biodiversity through
GAEC at appropriate scales. These scales are likely to be relevant to adaptive institutional economy localities perceived
by the rural public.
Keywords: groundwater protection, producers, rural development

Today, farmers have to make valiant efforts
to maintain a balance between farm profitability
and satisfying increasing societal demands. As such,
their everyday activities are unintentionally framed
by the concept of sustainability. The heads of EU
Member States adopted the principles of sustainable
development in the Declaration on the Environment
in 1988. Later, the launch of the Göteborg Strategy
on Sustainable Development clarified sustainability
as a balancing of economic, environmental and social aspects (Commission of European Communities
2001). According to Folke et al. (2004), sustainability

is directly linked to the capacity to buffer change,
learn and develop a framework for understanding how
to sustain and enhance adaptive capacity in a complex
world of rapid transformations. Within agricultural
policy, several requirements on farm practices linked
to the sustainability agenda have been set out by the
Good Agricultural and Environmental Conditions
(GAEC) as mandatory agronomic standards.
The system of GAEC , a s it is implemente d
nowadays, is linked to the existing requirements
on Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) which have
been in force since the 1990s, with the main goal
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of ensuring sustainable water management and reducing nitrate content within Europe’s vulnerable
zones (Table 1).
With reference to our understanding of the concept
of sustainability, this paper addresses the question
of how far these standards are truly sustainable. Do they
reflect sustainability in all its aspects or do they merely
represent another demand that minimizes economic
profit without being linked to social requirements?
Social science studies generally and rural studies particularly have focused on addressing such questions
(Dwyer et al. 2002; Nitsch 2006; Cooper et al. 2009).
Evidence available in the Czech Republic is placed
into context with the help of cross-country examples,
particularly examples in connection to Central Europe
and the United Kingdom (UK), to provide empirical
background for the study. Echoing previous aims,
the aim of this review is to contribute to a better
understanding of the implications of integrating the
theoretical positions of farm business operations
with agricultural policy steering within the adaptive
institutional economics theory.
GAEC IMPLEMENTATION IN THE
CONTEXT OF ADAPTIVE INSTITUTIONAL
ECONOMICS
From the point of view of economic theory, GAEC
represent regulations which avoid public costs that
would result from not accounting for inadequate
practice (Cao et al. 2009). However, in farm business
operations, GAEC represent a formal rule accruing
extra costs. Such perspectives were at times seen
as mutually exclusive; however, this article argues that

a third position, namely adaptation of institutional economics, is feasible, making it possible to understand
GAEC as a network managing and enabling knowledge
transfer linked directly to regulation. Thus, GAEC
are an example of institutional economics which can
link sustainability with farmers’ practices and which
account for the behaviour of farmers (Boatman et al.
2009; Cooper et al. 2009). Such a role is potentially
possible because institutional economics studies real
worlds as required by R. Coase (Coase 1994). Our
discussions in terms of the adaptive abilities of institutional economics are based on writings of Mlčoch
et al. (2005) and Mlčoch (2016) who developed the
ideas of authors like Coase, who investigated why
social factors matter when costs are enumerated and
why this could be viewed as a problem, and North
(1981), whose research sought to link the economic
behaviour of actors to institutional change which was
thought to be vital for the long-term life of institutions, combined with insights provided by transition
management theory (Geels et al. 2011) and complex
adaptive systems theory (Folke et al. 2004). An insightful comment by Dvorský et al. (2005), supported
by Dockès et al. (2012), highlights that what makes
such institutional economics adaptive is the innovation process as ‘not only social innovation in the
corporate social responsibility sense, but also resulting
from the fact that social problems need innovative
approaches’. In using this term, adaptive farms are
brought by default into the discussion. Institutional
economics still speaks of how voluntary in addition
to non-voluntary standards, similar to formal and
informal institutions, representing the ‘rules of the
game’ in North’s term (North 1990), look within
agriculture. I argue that this may be close to the

Table 1. Historical overview of agri-environmental standards from 1994 to 2015
Regulation at farm level
nitrate directive requirements
Good Agricultural
Practices (GAP)

s, re

Point
For period
to protect water resources to reduce
1994–today
nitrates contamination in vulnerable zones

environmental measures & maximum
to reduce adverse environmental impacts
stocking densities a
environmental protection requirements &
to reduce adverse environmental impacts
usual good farming practicea
to comply with landscape, water,
soil protection practice; to maintain
10 requirements a
Good Agricultural
agricultural land
and Environmental
to
comply
with landscape, water,
Conditions (GAEC)
soil protection practice to maintain
7 categories s, re
agricultural land

1993–1999
2000–2004
2004–2013
2015–2020

a – as in past; re – reference base; s – standard
Source: Hart and Baldock 2010
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term ‘adaptive farms’, although such farms cannot be
examined herein due to the complex nature of their
relationship to climate change science. Instead, the
focus here is on how farmers comply with institutions.
Consequently, the relationship (and mutual influence)
that is examined here is that of farmers-institutions;
in the case of this paper the institutions are GAEC.
Defining GAEC is thus influenced by the dynamics of adaptive elements in institutional economics,
striving to implement the adaptive approach at the
farm practice level and policy level in tandem. Table 1
summarises the history of adaptation relevant to these
agri-environmental standards.
GEAC is not just a mere agro-ecological approach,
but must be considered as a sustainable, complex
network of different tools. Each EU Member State
can define reasonable standards for GAEC, taking
into account ‘the specific characteristics of the areas
concerned, including soil and climatic condition,
existing farming systems, land use, crop rotation,
farming practices, and farm structures’ (Elbersen
et al. 2010). EU Member States are free to set a certain priority, for example, groundwater protection
(Boatman et al. 2009), with the help of the specific
GAEC in relation to groundwater protection, in addition to applying standards that aim to ensure other
natural resources priorities. As such, the institutions
constructed by GAEC are of the ‘agreed in the game’
kind and open the field for the strategic manoeuvring
of actors (Kabele 1998).
A large number of researchers have focused
on monitoring of one of the crucial elements in GAEC:
buffer strip functions for restoring or maintaining groundwater quality linked to agroecosystems
(Nitsch 2006; Jongeneel et al. 2007; Boatman et al.
2009; Bio Intelligence Service 2010; Elbersen et al.
2010; Brouwer et al. 2011; Söderberg et al. 2011;
European Environment Agency 2012; Roberts et al.
2012; Sutherland and Darnhofer 2012; Commission
of European Communities 2013; ECA 2014; Novotný
et al. 2014; McVittie et al. 2015), whilst several studies
concur that challenges at different levels of decisionmaking may stymie progress in implementing these
evaluations in practice (Gatzweiler 2005; Lockie
2006). The literature has also emphasised principles relating to buffer functions from the viewpoint
of implementation of the nitrates directive, highlighting the linkages to the specific GAEC in relation
to sustainable governance of water resources (Dostál
et al. 2003; Dvorský et al. 2005; Klír et al. 2012). There
are further elements of institutional economics, incor458

porated within the farm business position, including
the merit of codifying the ‘rules of the game’ linked
to land use in terms of relational knowledge that may
often be much more pluralistic and less standardised
than in the formal guidance on rural development
policy (Dwyer et al. 2002; Bruckmeier and Tovey
2008; Ingram 2008). In addition, researchers have
underlined communication leading to better public
awareness of EU rural development policies (Dwyer
et al. 2007; Ingram and Morris 2007; Cooper et al.
2009), although they start from the farm business
before moving to adaptive farms and also to institutional economics and its view on adaptation.
SOCIETAL ASPECTS
An important part of the reasoning regarding the
introduction of GAEC has been the need to articulate the evidence of the societal value of GAEC
to rural land use other than agriculture. For example,
UK government-commissioned project has brought
forth comprehensive data regarding the impact
of GAEC standards, whilst noting multiple perspectives on sustainability (Cao et al. 2009). The study set
out to study the costs imposed on farmers, the nature
and magnitude of such costs, the plausible value for
money and any change in farmer behaviour. The
outputs were based on a survey of 300 farmers, two
farm advisor workshops and interviews with a technical advisory panel, in cooperation with Department
of Environment, Farming and Rural Affairs (Defra)
and its agencies. Researchers classified farmers into
several types, which could be broadly divided into
two groups: those who were more emotive, sensitive to needs, not directive, but rather favouring an
inclusive approach, and those who are more rational
and pragmatic, favouring hard facts, business-focused
and who need concrete reasons to pay attention. The
study refered to Dwyer et al. (2007) who found three
categories of opinions about GAEC. In Category 1, the
opinion was that the GAEC only strengthen existing
rules; thus, it was implausible that GAEC introduction
had any new impact on the compliance with the rules.
In Category 2, the perspective has been that GAEC
strengthened existing regional, supra-regional or EU
rules but problems were identified as regards farmers’ practices before 2005; thus, a new stimulus aim
at encouraging farmers to comply has been regarded
as advisable. In Category 3, more advanced GAEC
conditions were labelled as problematic by many pro-
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ducers; therefore, farmers often chose to risk receiving
the penalty. This indicates that the rules were not set
up to encourage the farmers to practice sustainable
farming. Certainly, this linking of categories is an
observed correlation. What GAEC mean to society
with respect to rural land use other than agriculture,
is still described only as an indirect linkage, not a
fully-fledged consequence. Therefore, GEAC might
be considered as not sustainable. However, looking
at GEAC through a post-modern lens, considering
the LEADER approach in rural development, the
situation changes (Ray 1998). In this view, GEAC
emerge as a network managing and enabling knowledge enhancement linked directly to regulation and
as a legitimate tool for sustainability.
Perhaps the considerable delay in producing
the ex-post evaluation report for rural development outcomes for the 2007–2013 period at either
national or EU scales is unwitting evidence. It is
reasonable to expect that the report will cast light
on the theoretical lens issues just pointed out (change
of the evaluation paradigm), whilst appreciating
GAEC outcomes for sustainability, e.g. as a benchmark for incentive-based agri-environmental measures (Boatman et al. 2009). According to Article 87
under Regulation No. 1698/2005 (EU), evaluators
are bound to present information in relation to ‘the
degree of utilisation of resources, the effectiveness
and efficiency of the programming, its socioeconomic
impact and its impact on the European Community
priorities. Further, they shall cover the goals of the
programme and aim to draw lessons concerning
rural development policy. Not least, they identify
the factors that contributed to the success or failure of the programmes’ implementation, including
sustainability, and identify the best practice.’ With
regard to what GAEC mean for characteristic rural
land use (other than agriculture), and thus for society,
ambitions in this regard are tremendous, highlighting the fact that there is a range of information that
is much needed with respect to the usage of rural
development funds.
Linked to the riddle of the delayed deliver y
of the ex-post rural development evaluation report,
GAEC encapsulate the following dictum: the application of empirical studies to the policy world leads
one to stress the importance of fitting institutional
rules to a specific social-ecological setting. Uniform
policies are not effective (Ostrom 2009). This represents a key barrier that may stymie clear conclusions as to generalising what GAEC mean to society

or to describing the determinants of the standards’
successfulness beyond regional limitations.
Therefore, monitoring the GAEC is very important
for stabilising the challenging transition from the
increasingly outdated theoretical perspectives (not
considering the real world of farmers) to adaptive
farms within institutional economics, as documented
by Boatman et al. (2009), which work with real worlds.
ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF GAEC
The economic reasoning of GAEC introduction
stems from the relational positioning of knowledge
of the costs stemming from the impact of agricultural
land use on other characteristic rural land uses. For
instance, according to the groundwater resources
criterion, Lewis (1997) estimated the costs of bringing
farming practice up to the nitrate directive standards
for England, including the costs to rural communities
resulting from the land remediation, from consequences of erosion. The cost with respect to the 1996
price level is £199 million, although with no explicit
statement of farmers’ transaction costs, the figures
cannot be generalised. The most affected water authority estimated that their costs would be £70 million,
in 1996 prices, over the next ten years.
The farm business model perspective has long predominated in economic evaluations, whilst to date,
farmers in their everyday activities complain about
the time costs associated with handling red tape
(Cao et al. 2009), i.e. transaction costs. For the
Czech Republic, evaluators highlight that the costs
of adapting to new GAEC are considerably higher
for the individual farmer, who continually has to
undertake significant adjustments, than for corporate
farms. Consequently, GAEC are important, although
so far, they have only been a partial success. The size
of direct payments obtained by farmers surpasses the
costs of compliance; hence, the result pays off for all
farm businesses (Poláková et al. 2013). Whilst this
is convincing in terms of the farm business model
perspective (Jongeneel et al. 2007), institutional economics goes further and considers the issue raised
by Dwyer et al. (2007). It is not possible to assess
what would have happened without the policy, or the
initiative, despite the fact that the EU approach to
evaluating economic effectiveness typically requires
comparing visible effects against the situation with no
policy, which is difficult to observe by experimental
measurements. The most challenging step is the
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separate assessment of farm business impacts and
the costs of steering agricultural policy towards a
more complex evaluation of the adaptive approach
in terms of sustainability outputs for mutually linked
ecosystems.
Unsurprisingly, the current strand of research
on GAEC linked to the focus of this paper cannot
avoid challenges in monitoring the sustainability
outcomes of these practices. The fact that what would
have happened in the absence of the initiative cannot be assessed, although EU evaluations linked
to economic effectiveness require such a comparison
of visible results is not only a major challenge but
also means that experimental measurements are
unlikely to be informative (Boatman et al. 2009; Cao
et al. 2009). It appears that standards were set and are
required but that their impact cannot be measured
and that therefore justification for some standards
(not all) may be questionable. This erodes the idea
behind sustainability, necessitating measures aimed
at its accomplishment to be accountable. Researchers
who seem to have met the challenge have engaged
with the immense value of characteristic rural land
uses other than agricultural production (Lefebvre
et al. 2011). They did this by changing the meaning of the transitional impacts of why GAEC were
introduced. The researchers note the big challenge
in complementing the economic effectiveness of the
reference line to the effect that ‘the GAEC framework
results in a high variety of minimum requirements
throughout Europe and sometimes even within the EU
Member State when GAEC are defined at the regional
level’ (Lefebvre et al. 2011). So while France requires
that the land managers who receive direct aid place
a minimum proportion of cropland under vegetation cover alongside waterways (or hedgerows or on
slopes), Italy requires farmers to preserve terraces.
Or, while the UK does not permit the removal of dry
stone walls (Cao et al. 2009), the Czech Republic
(and Italy) have introduced bans on the conversion
of permanent grassland to arable land at the farm
level. As a further example, Slovakia requires that land
managers preserve vegetation of a width of 10 metres
without mineral fertilisation of land parcels alongside
rivers, lakes and reservoirs, while the Czech Republic
requires a 3 metres wide buffer alongside waterways
located on terrain with up to 7º (degrees) slope and a
25 metres wide buffer linking water courses located
on more than a 7º (degrees) slope. In comparison,
Austria differentiates four types of buffers depending
on how steep the terrain is, while enabling producers
460

to reduce the required buffer width to one half when
they apply precision farming technology (Poláková
et al. 2013). Instead of one simple standard that can
be easily measured by a unified economic measure
(Cao et al. 2009), echoing the idea of modernity,
we face a post-modern world where a high variability
of standards applies within the simple framework
of seven GAEC principles that correspond to the
complexity of distinctive socioeconomic, agronomic,
bioclimatic and environmental conditions.
CONTRIBUTION TO SUSTAINABILITY
Until now, multifaceted societal and economic
factors, related to agriculture, continue to determine
the complex innovations for sustainability within
evolving rural spaces. What matters most for the
farm business position is the range of factors directly affecting farm decisions, including technology, energy, markets and the aid to land managers
(Cao et al. 2009). These factors are related to the
reasons for introducing GAEC and stem from the
application of a command-and-control approach
in agricultural policy. The assumption is that only
on the basis of an approximate ensemble of those factors will individual producers anticipate the relevant
adaptations to on-farm land management, in addition
to social and financial motivations to act in response
to existing land-based conditions, namely biophysical,
environmental, agronomic and climatic conditions
(Ingram and Morris 2007; Ingram 2008; Cooper et al.
2009). It is acknowledged, with reference to Boatman
et al. (2009), that disentangling the cause-effect link
is not easy. Such difficulty complicates the projection
of the concept of sustainability into the real practices
of farmers.
To seek to ensure that land use is sustainable with
respect to natural resources, economic interests
and societal demands is a characteristic which is
central to adaptive farms and which is therefore
also important for institutional economics. The
policy-makers dealing with post-war land use did
not adequately comprehend the impact of subsidies on replenished aquifers, healthy soils, clean
water and differentiated landscapes within agroecosystems responsive to rural residents at respective
reference land use localities (Cooper et al. 2009).
This caused considerable problems for the harmony
of rural space functions, from Eastern to Western
Europe (Addiscott 1991; Stoate et al. 2001; Urban
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and Střelec 2011; Poláková et al. 2013; Novotný et al.
2014). Today, therefore, notes Cooper et al. (2009),
an important part of the reasoning regarding the
introduction of GAEC has been the need to provide
societal justification for using EU taxpayers’ funds
on production aid to land managers.
Rural issues contributed significantly to the evolution of the reasoning behind GAEC, because the idea
of bringing economics, society and nature under one
common denominator resulted in a change of the
paradigm in rural development from an exogenous
agricultural sector production-concentrated model,
whereby GAEC is the pre-condition for all area-based
supports to farms (in case of the first or second pillar), to an increased role of agri-environmental policy
(Anon 2013). Researchers note, when evaluating the
impact of such reorientation of agricultural policy,
that ‘agricultural pressure on the environment has
been much reduced’ after the 1990s transition period
in the Czech Republic (OECD 2008), i.e. good conditions with respect to natural resources may have
been partially the result of agricultural policy steering
standards based on command-and-control approaches
and partially the result of effective investments by
farmers and policy makers in up-to-date monitoring
systems. For instance, according to monitoring reports
of the Ministry of Agriculture (Annual report on the
state of agriculture 1998, 2004–2011), farmers apply
slightly less nitrogen-based mineral fertiliser than
was measured in 1990 (after a phase when use fell to
around 40% in 1993 compared to the 1990 base year;
in 2006 it again rose to around 8%). Looking at such
data provokes the question of to what extent these
phenomena are the effect of steering agricultural
policy or are due to other factors. In other words,
what is behind such differentiation if we speak about
common agricultural policy and sustainability? Are
we really experiencing sustainability in practice or is
it just an unintentional drive of the farmers under the
influence of some other factors. Is this true sustainability characterised by renewed merging of the three
pillars or are we still living in a world of separated
economic, environmental and social issues that are
just masked by a new concept?
CONCLUSION
In this review, I discussed the use of the concept
of adaptive institutional economics, emphasising
where the concept may be helpful and considering

the limitations to its applicability caused by the environmental, ecological and social aspects.
The main findings regarding the inclusion of GAEC
within the use of institutional economics are as follows:
– GAEC implementation from regional to EU levels
is important, albeit it functions more like a network
that manages sustainability rather than as regulation
of the command-and-control style. Given the feature
of network management linked directly to regulation,
it is important to be aware that the size of income
support obtained by producers surpasses the costs
of compliance; hence, the result pays off for all farm
businesses.
– Flexible institutions and multilevel governance
are prerequisites for defining the space of differentiation as a space for research development in terms
of the relational positioning of the GAEC reference
as a basis for institutional economics. Whilst differing
across various countries, the space of differentiation
carries us back to rural residents’ quotidian work
activities, urban residents’ holiday making, staying
in rural cottages, working on a farm, taking a train
trip, visiting family or friends, supporting older relatives, resting, relaxing, activities in natural landscapes,
walking, wine tasting and shopping for local products. All these land uses have a functional link to the
sustainable governance of natural resources, despite
their earlier labelling as ‘unproductive’.
In light of the EU budget allocations for rural
development priorities at the national level, it is
very important for society to require measurement
of sustainability outcomes for water resources (and
soil and biodiversity) under land-based measures such
as GAEC at the appropriate scales. These scales can
be presumed to be relevant to localities that can be
perceived either by rural residents or the urbanised
evaluators of rural development policy. Detrending
the success of GAEC measures is therefore as topical
as ever, whilst reference to institutional economics is
crucial to understand adaptive farms in their approach
to harvesting the benefits to climate change adaptation. Yet, ‘shades of grey’ and crossovers between
these perspectives of GAEC considered as network
management directly linked to adaptive farms and
GAEC as a managing network directly linked to regulation within institutional economics are inevitable
when building upon relational knowledge in the link
to natural resources, economic budgets and rural development monitoring potentials. These approaches
thus continue to be partially valid, despite the challenges that they face.
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